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BREAKING NEWS:
Alec Baldwin has been
ARRESTED in New York
City after 'punching and
hospitalizing man, 49, 
in a dispute over a
parking spot'

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Tom Cruise, 56,
recreates iconic Top
Gun motorbike scene
with Jennifer Connelly,
who is replacing Kelly
McGillis from original

That look is criminal!
Farrah Abraham dons a
sports bra and shorts to
appear in COURT as she
pleads guilty to
resisting arrest at the
Beverly Hills Hotel

Eye-popping Kim
Kardashian wears a
bikini to ride an
elephant in Bali... before
taking a break to
snuggle with Saint
Star turned heads

Justin Timberlake
cradles son Silas as he
and Jessica Biel board
helicopter for a family
flight in New York
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Family flew high over Big
Apple

Gwyneth Paltrow
shares first picture of
her wedding to Brad
Falchuk... as grinning
bride greets guests in a
couture lace Valentino
gown

Model Myla Dalbesio
flaunts her curves in a
VERY skimpy two-piece
as she poses for for her
third-ever Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit
Issue shoot

Jennifer Lopez, 49,
holds hands with Alex
Rodriguez as she
flaunts her fabulous
figure in a low cut
romper as the A-list
couple soak up the sun
in Miami

Khloe Kardashian
shares precious
moments with darling
baby True as they
coordinate in
fluorescent yellow on
Bali trip

Adam Levine takes
Daisy Rose on stroll in
LA... after he and wife
Behati Prinsloo were
seen Trick-Or-Treating
with the adorable little
girl on Halloween

Princess Beatrice
looks demure in
embellished
monochrome gown as 
at star-studded Global
Gift Gala in London 

Fresh Prince star
Alfonso Ribeiro reveals
he's expecting his
fourth child as he
shares snap of wife
Angela debuting bump
with their two sons

EXCLUSIVE: Freddie
Mercury's wild gay
lifestyle was
intentionally toned
down in new Queen
biopic to ensure it
would be a family-
friendly movie 

Charlize Theron talks
playing morning show
hot Megyn Kelly in new
bio-drama amid NBC
fallout: 'People are
complicated'

Tommy Lee SLAMS
Jonathan Cheban for
dressing like him
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opposite Kim
Kardashian's Pamela
Anderson: 'My culture is
not your costume'

Baby's arrived! Diane
Kruger welcomes her
first child with boyfriend
Norman Reedus
First child for 42-year-old
actress

Michelle Williams
appears unimpressed
as fiancé pastor Chad
Johnson cracks a joke
on the GMA set
 The 38-year-old
remained stone faced

Bachelor In Paradise
couple Ashley Iaconetti
and Jared Haibon pack
on the PDA at House Of
Sillage event alongside
 Brandi Glanville and
Nick Viall

EXCLUSIVE: Johnny
Carson's P.I. reveals
how he saved star's life
from hit men after
Carson tried to pick up
a Mafia big's girlfriend 
Plot to kill late night star

Jane Fonda reveals
she feels 'badly' for
Megyn Kelly after TV
host was fired over
blackface comments...
more than a year
following their feud

Kardashian family
shocked as they learn
Tristan Thompson
cheated on Khloe... as
Kim texts them
DailyMail.com's
exclusive on KUWTK

Jennifer Aniston, 49,
covers her chin with
scarf while leaving
salon in Beverly Hills...
after being named one
of the highest paid stars
on TV

The Bachelorette's
Kaitlyn Bristowe and
Shawn Booth announce
their split after three
years together 
Couple say they plan on
remaining friends

Khloe Kardashian
cradles sleeping baby
True in throwback
Instagram snap from
Bali trip...days before
Tristan drama airs on
KUWTK

Average House of
Cards reviews reveal hit
show's struggle to
rebound from Kevin
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'We're not letting them in' Trump talks caravan at Missouri rally
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Spacey's firing after sex
assault allegations
Stars Robin Wright

Jennifer Garner and
Ben Affleck agree to
attend co-parenting
therapy together as they
sign off on divorce
without hiring lawyers

Jonathan Cheban fails
to crack a smile at
Beverly Hills dinner...
after Tommy Lee
slammed his Halloween
costume alongside Kim
Kardashian's Pam

EXCLUSIVE: Drug
dealer who gave
pregnant reality star
Lyric McHenry fatal
dose of cocaine and
heroin before he helped
dump  body is on run in
Florida

Julia Roberts reveals
she tinted her own hair
pink for Halloween
because she was
dressed up as a
flamingo

Formula 1 heiress
Tamara Ecclestone
dazzles in plunging
scarlet gown as she
cosies up to husband
Jay Rutland at the
Global Gift Gala in
London 

Mike Sorrentino and
Lauren Pesce wedding
portrait: The bride wore
white lace and the
groom was dapper in a
tuxedo
Looked like royals

Naomi Watts appears
to be having a very
serious cell phone
conversation in NYC...
after spending
Halloween with ex Liev
Schreiber

Farrah Abraham is
'refusing to fight' in
celebrity boxing match
amid disagreement with
the promoter
Dispute over travel and
ticket arrangements

Joanna Gaines and
husband Chip hint they
may be going back to
TV... after Fixer Upper
ended seven months
ago
Ready to make return

Simone Biles makes
history after winning a
FOURTH world
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championship all-
around gold while
battling agonizing
kidney stone - despite
falling TWICE

Bethenny Frankel, 47,
admits she had a 'breast
lift' 12 years ago when
clapping back at trolls
that said she was too
'old' for Victoria's Secret
costume

Political event
featuring Comedy
Central star Ilana Glazer
is canceled after
vandals scrawl 'kill all
Jews' inside historic
Brooklyn synagogue

Leonardo DiCaprio's
ex Toni Garrn flaunts
her flat tummy in a crop
top and pinstripe blazer
at Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show fitting in
NYC 

Chloe Green and beau
Jeremy Meeks enjoy
lavish escape to Dubai...
as they vacation 
together in the midst of
her dad Sir Philip
Green's #MeToo scandal

Cole Sprouse reveals
he was MORTIFIED at
age 8 when he appeared
in an episode of Friends
and kept getting words
wrong because of his
crush on Jen Aniston 

Kourtney Kardashian
and Scott Disick are
doing 'amazingly well' at
co-parenting three years
after split
The exes just took a trip
to Bali with their kids

Kate Hudson steps out
in a Christmas onesie
one month after giving
birth as she joins
Bradley Cooper in a dog
costume for night of
trick or treating

Justin Bieber is seen
WEEPING once again as
wife Hailey Baldwin
comforts him during a
visit to Harry Potter-
themed bar at Universal
Studios

Jessica Alba reveals
what she tells her three
kids when they ask why
she works so hard: 'Do
you like your life?
Because it's not free'

'Thank u, next!' Ariana
Grande slams ex Pete
Davidson for 'clinging
to relevancy' in a series
of damning tweets as he
jokes about their
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breakup 

Jennifer Aniston
transforms into aging
Texas beauty queen in
new stills for Netflix film
Dumplin'
Comedy-musical is
released December 7

Heather Locklear
'wished death by AIDS'
on the children of an
EMT who is now filing a
lawsuit against actress
for injuries stemming
from June arrest

Emma Roberts looks
every inch a movie star
as she models sheer
pink blouse while in a
vintage Mercedes-Benz
on Beverly Hills set

'Hot Felon' Jeremy
Meeks' 'father-in-law'
Philip Green 'groped,
threatened and bullied'
workers in 'climate of
fear' say Arcadia Group
workers 

Olivia Munn poses for
beauty website Violet
Grey's I Am A Voter
campaign along with
January Jones and
Sophia Bush ahead of
election

EXCLUSIVE: Cristiano
Ronaldo's rape accuser
Kathryn Mayorga is
seen for the first time
since going public with
claims he assaulted her
in a Las Vegas hotel
room

Queen Maxima of the
Netherlands becomes
emotional during a visit
to a suicide prevention
hotline - five months
after her sister Ines took
her own life

Michael Douglas' son
Cameron enjoys date
night with girlfriend
Viviane Thibes at
Craig's in West
Hollywood 
Dating since he left prison
in 2016 

Selena Gomez puts on
an animated display as
she showcases her
comedic skills for rib-
tickling Coach holiday
campaign

Teresa Giudice
'annoyed' when brother
broke news of Joe's
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deportation to her 17-
year-old daughter Gia
It's caused friction in
family

Eva Longoria cuts a
chic figure as she shops
at BFF Victoria
Beckham's boutique in
London
Treated herself to a few
goodies 

Sarah Jessica Parker
bundles up in chic pink
winter coat and dazzling
blue high heels as she
faces cool fall weather
in style 
Appearing on GMA

Devastated kids are
left screaming and
crying after parents
pretend they have eaten
their Halloween candy
for hilarious annual
Jimmy Kimmel prank 

Julia Roberts
compares juggling work
and family to falling out
of a tree and 'hitting
branches on way down'
but calls husband
Danny her 'favorite
human'

John Travolta, 64,
channels Grease
character Danny Zuko in
leather jacket as he
lands in Paris... 40 years
after iconic movie was
released

Braless Sofia Richie
flaunts her toned abs in
a cropped knitted top as
she accompanies her
beau Scott Disick to a
meet and greet in
Melbourne, Australia

Rita Ora nails laid-
back chic in a bright
orange hemmed coat
and flares... as she
pleads for a '20 minute
disco nap' after
performing twice in one
day

Kendall Jenner reflects
on spending her school
days 'crying in her
room' because sister
Kylie had more friends
Still struggles to cope

The Brady Bunch cast
reunites to renovate the
original house from the
series for HGTV series
A Very Brady
Renovation
Gang's back together 

Sizzling hot! Dynasty
star Nathalie Kelley
goes TOPLESS on
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Bondi Beach as she
makes the most of
Sydney's scorching
heatwave

As stars like Priyanka
Chopra and Katie
Holmes step out in
menswear-inspired
pantsuits, FEMAIL
rounds up styles so
YOU can look like a
boss 

Harrison Ford stops by
the side of the road to
check out a classic VW
camper for sale in Los
Angeles
The 76-year-old actor
pulled over in his Tesla 

Kim Kardashian
reveals it was HER idea
to have Khloe,
Kourtney, Kendall and
Kylie dress up as
Victoria's Secret
Angels: 'They all loved
it'

REVEALED: Financier
who partied with Gigi
Hadid and Leo DiCaprio
and funded Wolf of Wall
Street bought very
lavish lifestyle with
stolen BILLIONS

Greetings from Ghana!
Accra rolls out the red
carpet for Charles and
Camilla as they touch
down from The Gambia
on day three of their
West Africa tour

Emily Ratajkowski
pulls her best
cavewoman poses in
series of SIZZLING
snaps following
amazing Raquel Welch
Halloween costume

Katharine McPhee
shares a sweet kiss with
fiance David Foster at
Beverly Hills gala.... as
actress stuns in black
leather dress
She's 34, he's 69 

Jennifer Garner goes
house hunting in LA as
her rumored beau John
Miller 'nears divorce'
from wife
Have reportedly been
dating for six months

Kylie Jenner smolders
in new Pac Sun holiday
clothing campaign with
sister Kendall
Sisters are releasing yet
another collection of
clothing 

Life-size CAKE replica
of Harry and Meghan
(complete with a baby
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MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS

Teachers organize
preschoolers 'fight club'
at St Louis daycare

White woman calls 911
on black neighbors
waiting for AAA

Bandaged man
casually walks down a
Los Angeles freeway

David Chey picks up
elderly mother from a
day of panhandling

Surveillance shows
Kierah Lagrave choking
out a

Police bodycams show
suicide of supercross
racer Tyler Evans

Panic at sea as cruise
ship rolls sharply on
way to Caribbean

Megyn Kelly ignores
questions on her show
getting cancelled

Seventy ‘desperate’
asylum seekers on

Snake wriggles out
of Israel's Western

A lone and rare
Mandarin duck

The fastest trial in
the world? Usain

Trick 
leave

MOST READ NEWS ●
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Puddin Head, Big Arm, United States, about an hour ago

So now liberals have declared anyone anywhere in the WORLD is a US Citizen if that person
decides to be one? Gud Gwad

ReplyNew Comment 11199

Y0UKN0WIT, ROCHESTER, United Kingdom, about an hour ago

bag made of icing)
among the VERY
elaborate displays at a
baking exhibition

Joan Collins, 85, looks
effortlessly chic as she
enjoys a dinner date
with husband Percy
Gibson, 53, at Craig's in
West Hollywood

Katie Holmes looks
overjoyed after romantic
dinner date with Jamie
Foxx... after
'engagement' rumors
are squashed
Out in New Orleans 

Giving Meghan a run
for her money! Camilla
donned glittering Van
Cleef & Arpels earrings
worth $50,000 for black
tie dinner with Charles
in The Gambia

Frozen star Kristen
Bell dresses up as Elsa
AGAIN despite playing
Anna in film... as she
writes 'my daughter
demanded I match her'

Mindy Kaling shares
FIRST picture of
daughter Katherine
Swati, ten-months, for
Halloween
Showing off their
Halloween costumes

Is THIS why Meghan
wears navy? Duchess
donned EIGHT blue
outfits on royal tour
(and experts say it's her
way of looking
'approachable')

Boarwalk Empire star
Stephen Graham says
he is 'truly disturbed
and disgusted' after
picture of his 'Combo'
character is used to
'promote far-right
political views'

Daddy's new girlfriend!
Channing Tatum takes
daughter Everly to
Jessie J's concert in
LA... hours after he was
seen leaving her home

Carey Mulligan
discusses battling
feelings of paranoia and
panic attacks as she
admits she was freaked
out by people judging
her on red carpets

EXCLUSIVE: 'Two daily
workouts and a very
clean diet cutting out
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We are doomed when illegals can sue the leader of a country for not allowing them asylum

ReplyNew Comment 3188

Click to rate

Moleburrows, Atlanta, United States, about 2 hours ago

Lawyers never cease to amaze one. They can try and profit from everything and anything.

ReplyNew Comment 2161

Click to rate

Bella001, Arlington, United States, about 2 hours ago

As a Hispanic daughter of two immigrants, I've always been an independent. I have always
believed that the constitution is THE most important form of government that we have. We must
follow it, and use it as a guide to lead this country. I feel terrible for these people. Central and
South America has failed their people and lead them into extreme poverty, lack of education,
extreme control from their local Catholic Churches, and corruption from top leaders. Trump has to
punish these countries for their lack of leadership, but blaming the caravan of people is wrong.I
don't think we should let them in, there is just too much of a risk of letting criminals in. But we also
have to come up with an effective system, the US Canada and Mexico, to provide some form of
aid and shelter, without actually giving them any form of money or citizenship because that is just
wrong. This is a very tough situation and one that we will have to wait and see how it unfolds.

ReplyNew Comment 73145

Click to rate

ya reap what u sow, north of the smoke, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

Trumpy won't back down. Those law firms are real patriots...... not

ReplyNew Comment 20318

Click to rate

urallcrazy, us, United States, about 2 hours ago

That crying baby tugs at my heart. Life will never be fair, you'll never know what cards you're going
to be dealt. It makes me appreciate what I have rather than wishing I could have more.

ReplyNew Comment 15165

Click to rate

whatevs , Awesomeland, United States, about 2 hours ago

This is getting good I'm gonna pop some corn

ReplyNew Comment 18120

Click to rate

ad1992, Right here, United States, about 2 hours ago

Disbar those "lawyers".

ReplyNew Comment 10311

Click to rate

GenghisKhan1, Somewhere over California, United States, about 3 hours ago

Oh dear

ReplyNew Comment 279

Click to rate

adfan, New York, United States, about 3 hours ago

Take it to the Hague. That's what they're there for

ReplyNew Comment 7838

Click to rate

Static Nomad, Rural in the city, United States, about an hour ago

Why would we want to be ruled by their political opinions, we have a well functioning legal
system that left leaning lawyers are trying to exploit, thankfully we have a president that is
giving people the backbone to say enough is enough

354

fruit': Shanina Shaik
reveals her food and
fitness regime ahead of
Victoria's Secret show

Reese Witherspoon
rocks brunette tresses
with leather jacket and
boots on the set of her
series The Morning
Show in LA
Low-key appearance 

Wet hair, don't care!
Taylor Swift gives show-
stopping performance
in a tight black bodysuit
after concert was
delayed by rain

Meghan's 30 outfits for
her and Harry's 16-day
tour Down Under cost
$169,000 - from her
$19,500 diamond and
sapphire earrings to a
$495 dress 

Chris Pratt is joined by
girlfriend Katherine
Schwarzenegger as they
enjoy a romantic meal in
West Hollywood
Pair's relationship is going
strong

Justin Timberlake
plays the Best Friends
Challenge with wife
Jessica Biel and BFF
Jimmy Fallon
Pair goofed around on
late night show

Engaged? Elle
Macpherson wears a
glittering ring on her
wedding finger as she
jets into Melbourne after
going public with new
beau Andrew Wakefield

Elizabeth Hurley, 53,
shows off her ageless
physique in yet MORE
sizzling snaps from her
idyllic Maldives trip
Knows how to nail the
beach look

Olivia Culpo shares
glimpse of her bikini
body with behind the
scenes clip from snake
photo shoot in Australia
Co-star in the form of a
large python

 Keira Knightley
explains her shock
decision to BAN
daughter Edie, 3, from
watching Disney
classics Cinderella and
Little Mermaid

Haim declare they're
not afraid to 'rock the
boat' as they address
gender pay gap
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